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HOW DO CELLS MOVE : bacteria

3.2. CHEMOTAXIS: THE KELLER-SEGEL SYSTEM 85

Figure 3.2: A representation of bacterium Escherichia Coli and its flagella.

Figure 3.3: Representation of a Myxobacterium and its pilus.

another sybstance exausted by the bacteria. We present now these three models which share

the same mathematical structure. Namely the nonlinearity representing the attracting force

arises as a first order transport term in a diffusion equation.

3.2 Chemotaxis: the Keller-Segel system

The simplest and most classical model to describe the collective motion of cells has been de-

veloped by Patlak [116] and Keller-Segel [88, 89]. It consists in a system which describes the

evolution of the density of bacteria !(t, x), t ≥ 0, x ∈ Rd and the concentration c(t, x) of the

E. Coli and Micrococcus are equipped with external devices ; they emit

chemicals and can react to these chemicals



HOW DO CELLS MOVE : bacteria

This creates a collective motion and results in patterns

By D. Jukowska, S. Seror, B. Holland (Institut de Génétique et Microbiologie)

How to characterize these colonies ?



HOW DO CELLS MOVE : amoebia
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Dictyostelum Discoideum uses an intenal pseudopod



HOW DO CELLS MOVE : amoebia
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Dictyostelum Dyscoideum can create a fruiting body



HOW DO CELLS MOVE : fibroblast

84 CELL MOTION

also lead Myxobacteria to create fruiting bodies.

Various biological issues and mathematical questions around cell motion can also be found in

the Lecture Notes in Biomathematics edited by Alt and Hoffmannn [4]. The book of Murray

(volume 2) [106] also contains a very complete set of informations on this subject.

In this context, one of the places where mathematics play a role is to understand how one

can observe collective patterns from individual responses to a mean signal emited by the cells

themselves. These patterns are typically of two kinds:

(i) travelling waves are observed for instance periodic swarm rings for Proteus Mirabilis ([55])

or band dynamics for Escherichia Coli ([22] and the references tehrein),

(ii) aggregate formation in E. coli and Dictyostelium.

These questions have attracted very much attention among mathematicians and physicists. One

of reasons is that an elementary modelling leads to fascinating nonlinear model (Keller-Segel

system) on which the mathematical literature is enormous. A recent survey by Horstmann [80]

gives the state of the art on these questions.

focal contact point

Extracellular Matrix

Figure 3.1: Fibroblast.

The same physical effects occurs in another domain of biomedical science, namely angiogen-

esis. This refers to the formation of capillary network of blood vessels and plays an essential

role in the growth of solid tumor; the tumor secretes some chemical substances which induces

endothelial cells to migrate towards the tumor by chemotactic motion.

Therefore we can understand two very extreme situations. Either the organism emit a signal

that attracts the other individuals, we refer to this as chemotaxis model. Either the external

signal is consumed by the organism and we refer to this as angiogenesis model for the sake

of simplicity. An intermediary modelling (in the sense that the chemoattractant is consumed

but also produced indirectly) consists in the chemical synthesis of an exogeneous product and

In vivo, fibroblast can move within the extracellular matrix





HOW DO CELLS MOVE : tumor growth

Tumor spheroid vascularized tumor through angiogenesis



HOW DO CELLS MOVE : endothelial cells

Animation from M. Mirshahi

(INSERM E 355 faculté de Médecine Paris VI)



CHEMOTAXIS : Keller-Segel model

The mathematical modelling of cell movement goes back to Patlak

(1953), E. Keller and L. Segel (70’s)

n(t, x) = density of cells at time t and position x,
c(t, x) = concentration of chemoattractant,

In a collective motion, the chemoattractant is emited by the cells

that react according to biased random walk.

{
∂
∂tn(t, x)− νbact∆n(t, x) + div(nχ∇c) = 0, x ∈ Rd,
∂
∂tc(t, x)− νchem∆c(t, x) + τc = n(t, x),

The parameter χ is the sensitivity of cells to the chemoattractant.



CHEMOTAXIS : Keller-Segel model


∂
∂tn(t, x)−∆n(t, x) + div(nχ∇c) = 0, x ∈ Rd,

−∆c(t, x) = n(t, x),

This model, although very simple, exhibits a deep mathematical

structure and mostly only dimension 2 is understood, especially

”chemotactic collapse”.

This is the reason why it has attracted a number of authors.



CHEMOTAXIS : Keller-Segel model


∂
∂tn(t, x)−∆n(t, x) + div(nχ∇c) = 0, x ∈ Rd,

−∆c(t, x) = n(t, x).

-Childress, Percus (84) ; Jäger, Luckhaus (92),

-Rascle, Zitti (95) ; Nagai (95) ; Biler, Nadzieja(93),

-Herrero, Medina, Velazquez (96-04) ;

-Brenner, Constantin, Kadanoff, Schenkel, Venkatarami (98) ;

-Horstmann (00) ; Corrias, Dolbeault, Perthame, Zaag (04) ;



CHEMOTAXIS : Keller-Segel model

Theorem (dimensions d ≥ 2) - (method of Sobolev inequalities)

(i) for ‖n0‖
Ld/2(Rd) small, then there are global weak solutions,

(ii) these small solutions gain Lp regularity,

(iii) ‖n(t)‖L∞(Rd) → 0 with the rate of the heat equation,

(iii) for (
∫
|x|2n0)(d−2) < C‖n0‖d

L1(Rd)
with C small, there is blow-up

in a finite time T ∗.



CHEMOTAXIS : Keller-Segel model

In dimension 2, for Keller and Segel model :

{
∂
∂tn(t, x)−∆n(t, x) + div(nχ∇c) = 0, x ∈ R2,
−∆c(t, x) = n(t, x),

Theorem (dimension d=2) (Method of energy)

(i) for ‖n0‖L1(R2) < 8π
χ , there are smooth solutions,

(ii) for ‖n0‖L1(R2) > 8π
χ , there is creation of a singular measure

(blow-up) in finite time.
(iii) For radially symmetric solutions, blow-up means

n(t) ≈
8 π

χ
δ(x = 0) + Rem.



CHEMOTAXIS : dimension 2

Interest : The Keller-Segel model seems successful to describe

aggregation, some ’ring patterns’, threshold are observed

experimentally.

Mathematically a variety of methods are used ; Sobolev embeddings,

energy methods, refined Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev estimates (from

1994), convolution estimates, DeGiorgi method, asymptotic

analysis...etc







Dentritic bacterial growth

Is chemotaxis involved in the bacterial movment of Bacillus Subtilis
and in the development of such colonies ? Another theory is propsed
by Mimura



Dentritic bacterial growth

The simplest model is due to Mimura

∂
∂tn(t, x)−∆n = n

(
S − n

(1+n)(1+S)

)
,

∂
∂tS(t, x)−∆S = −nS,

∂
∂tf(t, x) = n n

(1+n)(1+S)

More elaborated models are due to BenJacob, Kitsunezaki,
Shikezada... and are based on the ’nutrient gradient’ principle.

ANR Project with Institut de Génétique et Microbiologie
(Paris-Sud), Ecole Polytechnique (M. Plapp)





Simulation of Mimura’s model by A. Marrocco (inria, bang)



Networks and hyperbolic models



HBMEC SUR
MATRIGEL
T=0 ,2H,4H,6H,20H



Networks and hyperbolic models

A group of Torino Ambrosi, Gamba, Preziosi et al proposed a
hydrodynamics model


∂
∂tn(t, x) + div(n u) = 0, x ∈ R2,
∂
∂tu(t, x) + u(t, x) · ∇u +∇nα = χ ∇c− µu,
∂
∂tc(t, x)−∆c(t, x) + τc(t, x) = n(t, x).

Keller-Segel model can be viewed as a special case where the
acceleration term is neglected

∂

∂t
u(t, x) + u(t, x) · ∇u = 0.
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Networks and hyperbolic models



KINETIC MODELS

E. Coli is known (since the 80’s) to move by run and tumble

depending on the coordination of motors that control the flagella

See Alt, Dunbar, Othmer, Stevens.



KINETIC MODELS

Denote by f(t, x, ξ) the density of cells moving with the velocity ξ.

∂

∂t
f(t, x, ξ) + ξ · ∇xf︸ ︷︷ ︸

run

= K[f ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
tumble

,

K[f ] =
∫

K(c; ξ, ξ′)f(ξ′)dξ′ −
∫

K(c; ξ′, ξ)dξ′ f,

−∆c(t, x) = n(t, x) :=
∫

f(t, x, ξ)dξ,

K(c; ξ, ξ′) = k−(c(x− εξ′)) + k+(c(x + εξ)).

Nonlocal, quadratic term on the right hand side for k±(·, ξ, ξ′)
sublinear.
x + εξ represents a (fundamental) memory term.



KINETIC MODELS

Theorem (Chalub, Markowich, P., Schmeiser)

Assume that 0 ≤ k±(c; ξ, ξ′) ≤ C(1 + c) then there is a GLOBAL

solution to the kinetic model and

‖f(t)‖L∞ ≤ C(t)[ ‖f0‖L1 + ‖f0‖L∞]

-) Open question : Is it possible to prove a bound in L∞ when we

replace the specific form of K by

0 ≤ K(c; ξ, ξ′) ≤ ‖c(t)‖L∞loc
?

-) Hwang, Kang, Stevens : k
(
∇c(x− εξ′)

)
or k

(
∇c(x + εξ)

)



KINETIC MODELS : diffusion limit
One can perform a parabolic rescaling based on the memory scale

∂
∂tf(t, x, ξ) + ξ·∇xf

ε = K[f ]
ε2

,

K[f ] =
∫

K(c; ξ, ξ′)f ′dξ′ −
∫

K(c; ξ′, ξ)dξ′ f,
−∆c(t, x) = n(t, x) :=

∫
f(t, x, ξ)dξ,

K(c; ξ, ξ′) = k−
(
c(x− εξ′)

)
+ k+

(
c(x + εξ)

)
.

Theorem (Chalub, Markowich, P., Schmeiser) With the same
assumptions, as ε → 0, then locally in time,

fε(t, x, ξ) → n(t, x), cε(t, x) → c(t, x),

{
∂
∂tn(t, x)− div[D∇n(t, x)] + div(nχ∇c) = 0,
−∆c(t, x) = n(t, x).



and the transport coefficients are given by

D(n, c) = D0
1

k−(c) + k+(c)
,

χ(n, c) = χ0
k′−(c) + k′+(c)

k−(c) + k+(c)
.

The drift (sensibility) term χ(n, c) comes from the memory term.

Interpretation in terms of random walk : memory is fundamental.



Conclusion

Several open questions are

-) Is it possible to prove blow-up for

‖n0‖
Ld/2 large (without moment condition),

-) Despite the knowledge of possible blow-up modalities, proofs are

not rigorous,

-) More elaborate systems (see V. Calvez, A. Marrocco),

-) Mathematical theory for dentritic growth,

-) Mathematical models for dentritic growth,

-) Modeling : genome, networks, coefficients.


